Bringing Online
Programs To Life
Our team of experts works with you every step of the way to craft
beautiful custom content that meets your specific timeline and budgetary
needs. Using our experience, we create engaging Canvas courses for Higher
Education and K12 institutions and are passionate about bringing learning to life.

$
Solutions tailored
to all timelines
& budgets

Dedicated Project
Manager who follows
your project from
beginning to end

Global Team that
works 24 hours/day
to get more done in
less time

Practices anchored
100% in research
literature & learning
sciences

Digital Uplift

Learning Design

Production Design

We help migrate your courses - whether
your content currently resides on
another LMS or is bound together in
a lesson book. We develop and refine
course content to ensure that it is best
suited to all teachers, learners, and
preferred learning environments
(synchronous or asynchronous).

We connect with organizations to
understand their educational needs,
advocate for the learner’s perspective,
and provide expertise for each unique
project. We believe in research-backed
learning design and construct all
courses on well-founded pedagogy and
standards alignment, allowing us to
guide and use technology to support
and enhance learning, teaching, and
assessments.

We know how powerful visual elements
can be for the learner experience, which
is why we work with you to find the best
ways to present your course both
visually and strategically. Our
production team creates stunning
images, icons, animations, videos, and
more that will both match your
organization’s style and lead to a more
engaging course overall.

Take Your Program Online >
BOOK CONSULTATION

Trusted By

,

Aaron Ferguson - Design Coach
OXNARD UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

"This is the best investment
that you can make for
teachers. Construct thinks
about teachers and
students first. The content is
designed at a completely
personalized level."

Take Your Program Online >
BOOK CONSULTATION

